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Abstract
In this paper we propose a new domain decompostion method for solving a Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman
equation of second order. The basic idea is to solve an equivalent quasivariational inequality instead of the
original discretized HJB equation.
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1. Introduction
Consider the following Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation:

max
v∈V

−
2∑
i; j=1
aij(x; v)9iju+
2∑
i=1
gi(x; v)9iu+ 
u− f(x; v)

= 0 in ;
u= 0 on 9;
(1.1)
where  is a bounded domain in R2, matrix (aij) is symmetric and nonnegative de:nite, a11; a22 ¿ 0,
constant 
¿ 0. Furthermore, we assume [7]
a11; a22¿ |a12|: (1.2)
Eq. (1.1) is a full nonlinear equation arising in solving optimal control problems by dynamic pro-
gramming technique, see [1,4].
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In order to solve (1.1) numerically we need two discretizations:
(i) discretize control parameter v : v1; : : : ; vk ;
(ii) discretize PD operator, usually, by :nite-diEerence method.
Then we obtain the discrete problem of (1.1) as follows: :nd u∈Rn such that
max
16j6k
{Aju− f j}= 0; (1.3)
where Aj ∈Rn×n; f j ∈Rn; j = 1; : : : ; k. Eq. (1.3) is a system of nonsmooth nonlinear equations. If
we use an appropriate upwind :nite-diEerence scheme (see [7] and the references therein) then for
the case 
¿ 0 [7] has proved that (1.3) satis:es the following condition.
Condition A: Aj=(a jls); j=1; : : : ; k, are L-matrices (i.e., a
j
ls6 0 for s = l and a jll ¿ 0; l=1; : : : ; n),
and have strict diagonal dominance (see [8]).
For the case 
= 0 we propose the following condition.
Condition B: Aj; j = 1; : : : ; k, are L-matrices, have weak diagonal dominance [8], satisfy
a j11 ¿
n∑
s=2
|a j1s|; j = 1; : : : ; k (1.4)
and all the matrices A(p1; : : : ; pn) = (a
pl
ls ), pl = 1; : : : ; k; l= 1; : : : ; n satisfy
A(p1; : : : ; pn) are irreducible: (1.5)
Remark. If we number the mesh points in such a way that the mesh point with No. 1 is a neighbor
of a boundary mesh point then (1.4) holds. On the other hand, since we discretize the PD operators
in (1.1) by same diEerence scheme, Aj; j = 1; : : : ; k, have same nonzero element distribution and
(1.5) holds. Hence condition B is satis:ed in our case.
Domain decomposition method (DDM) is one of the most important algorithm for solving discrete
problems of PDEs. One of its advantages is that it is able to be easily parallelized and has good
parallel performance (see [6], for example). Camilli et al. [2] has proposed a DDM for solving
the discrete problems of a kind of HJB equations of the :rst order. Sun [7] has given a DDM for
solving (1.3) (the discrete problem of (1.1)) directly under condition A (the case 
¿ 0).
In this paper we propose a new DDM for solving (1.3) under condition A or B (
¿ 0 or 
=0).
Instead of (1.3), we solve a quasivariational inequality (QVI) equivalent to (1.3). Furthermore, we
have proved the existence and uniqueness of solution for (1.3) in the two cases.
2. Equivalent QVI
In order to establish the QVI equivalent to (1.3) we de:ne operator B as follows:
Bv= min
26j6k
{(I −  jAj)v+  jf j}; ∀v∈Rn;
where I is the identity matrix,  j ∈ (0;∞); j = 2; : : : ; k. Consider the following quasivariational
inequality:
u6Bu; (A1u− f1; v− u)¿ 0; ∀v6Bu: (2.1)
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Theorem 2.1. HJB equation (1.3) is equivalent to quasivariational inequality (2.1).
Proof. Let (v)i be the ith component of v∈Rn. Obviously, (1.3) is equivalent to
Aju− f j6 0; j = 1; : : : ; k;
k∏
j=1
(Aju− f j)i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n;
which is equivalent to
A1u− f16 0; (2.2)
u6 (1−  jAj)u+  jf j; j = 2; : : : ; k; (2.3)
(A1u− f1)i
k∏
j=2
(u− (I −  jAj)u−  jf j)i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.4)
Eq. (2.3) is equivalent to u6Bu. But under the condition u6Bu we know that u − Bu = 0 is
equivalent to
k∏
j=2
(u− (I −  jAj)u−  jf j)i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n:
Therefore (2.2)–(2.4) is equivalent to
A1u− f16 0; u6Bu; (A1u− f1)T (u− Bu) = 0;
which is just (2.1). The proof is complete.
Now we study a property of operator B. An operator C is called order-preserved if w; v∈Rn and
w6 v implies Cw6Cv.
Theorem 2.2. If
 j6
(
max
16l; s6n
|a jls|
)−1
; j = 2; : : : ; k (2.5)
then the operator B is continuous and order-preserved.
Proof. It is trivial that B is continuous. Obviously, I −  jAj; j = 1; : : : ; k, are nonnegative if (2.5)
holds. Then
(I −  jAj)w6 (I −  jAj)v if w6 v; j = 2; : : : ; k;
which implies
min
26j6k
{(I −  jAj)w +  jf j}6 min
26j6k
{(I −  jAj)v+  jf j}:
It is just Bw6Bv. The proof is complete.
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Corollary. If Aj; j = 2; : : : ; k are L-matrices and
 j6
(
max
16s6n
a jss
)−1
; j = 2; : : : ; k; (2.6)
then B is order-preserved.
3. Algorithm
For simplicity we discuss only the case of two subdomains. Discretize (1.1) as in Section 1, and
obtain (1.3). Decompose =1 ∪2 such that 1 ∩2 = . Denote N = {1; : : : ; n}; N = N1 ∪ N2,
where Ni is the index set corresponding to the mesh points in i; i = 1; 2.
Now we introduce the concept of subsolution for (1.3). We call v∈Rn a subsolution for (1.3) if
max
16j6k
{Ajv− f j}6 0: (3.1)
We denote by S the set of all the subsolution for (1.3).
Lemma 3.1. Assume condition A is satis8ed. Let v= e; e = (1; : : : ; 1)T . If
6 min
16j6k
16l6n

a jll +
∑
s =l
a jls


−1
f jl (3.2)
then v is a subsolution for (1.3).
Proof. Condition A implies
a jll +
∑
s =l
a jls ¿ 0; j = 1; : : : ; k; l= 1; : : : ; n: (3.3)
Eq. (3.3) combining with (3.2) yields (3.1) easily.
Algorithm DDM
Step 1: Given !¿ 0; u0 ∈ S; m := 0;
Step 2: Solve parallely the following subproblems:
um; i ∈Kmi ;
(A1um; i − f1; v− um; i)¿ 0; ∀v∈Kmi ; (3.4)
where Kmi = {v∈Rn : vs = ums if s∈N\Ni; vs6 (Bum)s if s∈Ni}, i = 1; 2;
Step 3: um+1 = max{um;1; um;2};
Step 4: If ‖um+1 − um‖6 ! then stop otherwise m := m+ 1, go to step 2.
Remark. First, we can easily choose u0 ∈ S by Lemma 3.1. Second, (3.4) is not a QVI but an ordi-
nary variational inequality which has a unique solution [3] and can be solved by many well-known
algorithms (see [5,9] and the references therein) under condition A or B.
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4. Convergence: condition A case
At :rst we introduce a lemma [8].
Lemma 4.1. If A is an L-matrix and has strong diagonal dominance then A is an M-matrix.
Now we prove the uniqueness of solution for (1.3).
Theorem 4.1. Assume condition A is satis8ed. Then (1.3) has at most one solution.
Proof. Assume (1.3) has solution u and u˜. Then there exist indexes p1; : : : ; pn; 16pl6 k;
l= 1; : : : ; n such that
n∑
s=1
aplls us − fpll = 0; l= 1; : : : ; n
or the matrix form
A∗u− f∗ = 0;
where A∗ = A(p1; : : : ; pn) = (a
pl
ls ); f
∗ = (fpll ). It is easy to see that A
∗ is also an L-matrix and has
strong diagonal dominance. So A∗ is an M -matrix by Lemma 4.1. On the other hand, we have
A∗u˜− f∗6 0:
Hence,
A∗u¿A∗u˜;
which combining with that A∗ is an M -matrix implies that u¿ u˜. Similarly we obtain u6 u˜. There-
fore, u= u˜ and the proof is complete.
In order to prove the convergence we need one more lemma as follows.
Lemma 4.2. Assume C is an M-matrix, N = I ∪J; I ∩J =, Ki={v∈Rn : v6  i; vs=  is if s∈ J}.
If  1¿  2 and
ui ∈Ki;
(Cui − f; v− ui)¿ 0; ∀v∈Ki;
i = 1; 2, then u1¿ u2.
Proof. Let I1 = {s∈ I : u1s =  1s }. Then u1s =  1s ¿  2s ¿ u2s if s∈ I1. On the other hand,
(Cu1 − f)s = 0; (Cu2 − f)s6 0 if s∈ I\I1: (4.1)
Denote by fP the subvector of f corresponding to the index set P, and by CP;Q the submatrix of
C corresponding to the row and column index set P and Q. Then (4.1) implies that
CI\I1 ;N (u
1 − u2)¿ 0:
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But CI\I1 ;N = CI\I1 ;I\I1 + CI\I1 ;J∪I1 and CI\I1 ;J∪I16 0 (M -matrix must be L-matrix [8]). Hence,
CI\I1 ;I\I1(u
1 − u2)I\I1¿− CI\J1 ;J∪I1(u1 − u2)J∪I1¿ 0;
which means (u1 − u2)I\I1¿ 0 because CI\I1 ;I\I1 is an M -matrix also. Finally we have u1¿ u2.
Theorem 4.2. Assume condition A and (2.6) are satis8ed, um is generated by Algorithm DDM.
Then {um} monotonically increasing, convergent to the unique solution of (1.3).
Proof. At :rst we compare u0 with u0;1. If s∈N\N1 then u0;1s =u0s by (3.4). Let J11={s∈N1 : u0;1s =
(Bu0)s}. Then for any s∈ J11 there exist an integer q; 26 q6 k, such that
u0;1s = (Bu
0)s = [(I − qAq)u0 + qfq]s
= u0s − q(Aqu0 − fq)s¿ u0s :
For any s∈N1\J11 we have u0;1s ¡ (Bu0)s. Hence, taking v in (3.4) such that vs=ums if s∈N\N1; vs=
(Bu0)s if s∈ J11, and vs = u0;1s ± !s if s∈N1\J11, where 06 !s ¡ (Bu0)s and only one !s ¿ 0 every
time, we may derive that
(A1u0;1 − f1)N1\J11 ;N = 0: (4.2)
On the other hand, since u0 ∈ S we have
(A1u0 − f1)N1\J11 ;N6 0;
which combining with (4.2) yields
[A1(u0;1 − u0)]N1\J11 ;N¿ 0: (4.3)
Noting u0;1s = u
0
s if s∈N\N1; u0;1s ¿ u0s if s∈ J11, and a1ls6 0 if l∈N1\J11, we obtain
[A1(u0;1 − u0)]N1\J11 ;N\N1 = 0; [A1(u0;1 − u0)]N1\J11 ;J116 0: (4.4)
It follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that
[A1(u0;1 − u0)]N1\J11 ;N1\J11¿ 0;
which implies u0;1s ¿ u
0
s for s∈N1\J11 since A1N1\J11 ;N1\J11 is an M -matrix also. Therefore, we have
proved u0;1¿ u0. Similarly we obtain u0;2¿ u0. Hence
u1¿ u0; Bu1¿Bu0; (4.5)
by the de:nition of u1 and the corollary of Theorem 2.2.
Now it follows from Lemma 4.2, (3.4) and (4.5) that u1; i¿ u0; i. Hence u2¿ u1 and Bu2¿Bu1.
Then we derive by induction that
um+1¿ um; i¿ um¿ um−1; i ; Bum+1¿Bum; m= 1; 2; : : : : (4.6)
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1 we can prove that there exists b∈Rn such that
Ajb− f j¿ 0; j = 1; : : : ; k:
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Then similarly to the argument for u0; i¿ u0 above we obtain u0; i6 b; i = 1; 2; and u16 b. By
induction we derive that
um; i; um6 b; m= 0; 1; : : : ; (4.7)
which and (4.6) implies that there exists u∗ ∈Rn such that um; i; um → u∗(m → ∞). Let m → ∞ in
(3.4) we obtain that u∗ ∈K∗i and
(A1u∗ − f1; v− u∗)¿ 0; ∀v∈K∗i ; (4.8)
where K∗i = {v∈Rn : vs = u∗s if s∈N\Ni; vs6 (Bu∗)s if s∈Ni:}; i = 1; 2.
At last we prove u∗ is the solution of (1.3), which is unique by Theorem 4.1. For any v˜6Bu∗
we have
(A1u∗ − f1; v˜− u∗) =
n∑
s=1
(A1u∗ − f1)s(v˜s − u∗s )
=
∑
s∈N1
+
∑
s∈N\N1
: (4.9)
Taking v in (4.8) for i = 1 such that vs = u∗s if s∈N\N1 and vs = v˜s if s∈N1 we obtain∑
s∈N1
(A1u∗ − f1)s(v˜s − u∗s )¿ 0: (4.10)
Taking v in (4.8) for i = 2 such that vs = u∗s if s∈N1 and vs = v˜s if s∈N\N1 we obtain∑
s∈N\N1
(A1u∗ − f1)s(v˜s − u∗s )¿ 0: (4.11)
It follows from (4.9)–(4.11) that
(A1u∗ − f1; v˜− u∗)¿ 0; ∀v˜6Bu∗;
which means u∗ is the unique solution of (1.3) by Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete.
Remark. We have proved also the existence of the solution of (1.3) in the proof above.
5. Convergence: condition B case
At :rst we introduce a lemma similar to Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 5.1 (Young [8]). If A is an irreducible L-matrix and has weak diagonal dominance then
A is an M-matrix.
Then by the argument similar to that for Theorem 4.1 we can prove
Theorem 5.1. Assume condition B is satis8ed. Then (1.3) has at most one solution.
Now we may prove directly the existence of the solution for (1.3).
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Theorem 5.2. Assume condition B is satis8ed. Then (1.3) has a unique solution.
Proof. Split Aj into Aj =Dj −C j, where Dj = diagAj. Let Ajt =Dj − tC j; j= 1; : : : ; k, 06 t6 1.
Then Dj¿ 0; C j¿ 0, and Ajt ; j = 1; : : : ; k, have strong diagonal dominance for 06 t ¡ 1. Denote
Ftu= max
16j6k
{Ajt u− f j}; 06 t6 1:
Then F1u= 0 is just (1.3), and for every 06 t ¡ 1 equation Ftu= 0 has an unique solution ut by
Theorem 4.2. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.1 we derive that for every t ∈ [0; 1) there exist
A∗t = At(p1; : : : ; pn) = (a
pl
tls) and f
∗
t = (f
pl
l ) such that
A∗t ut = f
∗
t ; (5.1)
where p1; : : : ; pn depend of t. For every :xed t ∈ [0; 1) we have
A1(p1; : : : ; pn) = (a
ps
ls )6At(p1; : : : ; pn): (5.2)
It is known that At(p1; : : : ; pn); 06 t ¡ 1, are M -matrices, and At(p1; : : : ; pn)−1¿ 0 (06 t ¡ 1).
On the other hand, it follows from condition B and Lemma 5.1 that A1(p1; : : : ; pn) is an M -matrix,
and A1(p1; : : : ; pn)−1¿ 0. Therefore, we may multiply (5.2) right by At(p1; : : : ; pn)−1, left by
A1(p1; : : : ; pn)−1, and obtain
06At(p1; : : : ; pn)−16A1(p1; : : : ; pn)−1: (5.3)
From (5.1) and (5.3) we derive for t ∈ [0; 1) that
‖ut‖16 ‖At(p1; : : : ; pn)−1‖1 · ‖f∗t ‖1
6 ‖A1(p1; : : : ; pn)−1‖1 · ‖f∗t ‖1
6 max
16pl6k
16l6n
‖A1(p1; : : : ; pn)−1‖1 · ‖f∗t ‖1;
which means {ut : 06 t ¡ 1} is bounded in Rn.
Hence there exist tm ∈ [0; 1); m= 1; 2; : : : ; and u∗ ∈Rn such that tm → 1 (m →∞),
Ftmutm = 0 (5.4)
and utm → u∗(m →∞). Obviously, Ft is continuous respect to t. Let m →∞ in (5.4) and conclude
that F1u∗ = 0, i.e., u∗ is the solution of (1.3). The proof is complete.
In order to prove the convergence in this case we need one more lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Assume condition B and (2.6) are satis8ed, um is generated by Algorithm DDM.
Then um6 u.
Proof. At :rst we prove that u06 u. Using the same argument as that in Theorem 4.1 we know
A∗u− f∗ = 0:
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It follows from the de:nition of subsolution that
A∗u0 − f∗6 0:
Hence A∗(u0 − u)6 0, and u06 u∗ since A∗ is an M -matrix.
Now assume um6 u and prove um+16 u. By Theorem 2.1 we know that
u6Bu; (A1u− f1; v− u)¿ 0; ∀v∈Bu:
Hence, u is also the solution of the following variational inequality: u∈Ki and
(A1u− f1; v− u)¿ 0; ∀v∈Ki; (5.5)
where Ki = {v∈Rn : vs= us if s∈N\Ni; vs6 (Bu)s if s∈Ni}. Comparing (5.5) with (3.4) and using
Lemma 4.2 (noting that um6 u and Bum6Bu) we obtain um; i6 u; i=1; 2. So um+16 u. The proof
is complete.
The following convergence theorem can be easily proved.
Theorem 5.3. Assume condition B and (2.6) are satis8ed. The {um} monotonically increasing,
convergent to the unique solution of (1.3).
Proof. The argument is similar to that in Theorem 4.2. The only modi:cation is using exact solution
u to replace b in (4.7) according to Lemma 5.2.
When we use Algorithm DDM to solve (1.3) under condition B there is a problem: it is very
diOcult to choose a subsolution u0 in this case. Hence, we propose another approach to solve (1.3)
approximately: we solve the following equation instead of (1.3):
Ftu= max
16j6k
{Aitut − f j}= 0; (5.6)
where Ajt is de:ned in the proof of Theorem 5.2, and t ∈ [0; 1) is very closed to 1.
Of course we need to estimate the error u−ut . The following theorem has given such a estimation.
Theorem 5.4. Assume condition B and (2.6) are satis8ed, u and ut are solution of (1.3) and (5.6),
respectively. Then there exists a constant L independent of t such that
‖u− ut‖∞6L(1− t): (5.7)
Proof. We know that ut satis:es (5.1). Split A∗t = D∗t − tC∗t , where D∗t is diagonal and C∗t is
nonnegative, 06 t ¡ 1. Let A˜∗t =D∗t −C∗t . Then any row of A˜∗t comes from Aj; j=1; : : : ; k. Hence,
A˜∗t u− f∗t 6 0: (5.8)
Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) implies A∗t ut − A˜∗t u¿ 0 and
ut − u¿ (A∗t )−1(A˜∗t − A∗t )u (5.9)
since A∗t (06 t ¡ 1) is an M -matrix.
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Similarly, we know that there exists a matrix A whose any row comes from Aj; j=1; : : : ; k, such
that
Au− f = 0: (5.10)
Split A=D−C, where D is diagonal and C is nonnegative. Let At =D− tC. Then it is easy to see
Atut − f6 0: (5.11)
Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) implies that Au− Atut¿ 0 and
ut − u6A−1t (A− At)u: (5.12)
It follows from (5.9) and (5.12) that
|ut − u|6max{|(A∗t |)−1(A˜∗t − A∗t )u; |A−1t (At − A)u|}:
It is obvious A˜∗t − A∗t =−(1− t)C∗t ; At − A= (1− t)C. Hence,
|u− ut|6 (1− t)max{|(A∗t )−1C∗t u|; |A−1t Cu|}
and
‖u− ut‖∞6 (1− t)max{‖(A∗t )−1‖∞ · ‖C∗t ‖∞; ‖A−1t ‖∞ · ‖C‖∞}‖u‖∞: (5.13)
Since A∗t ¿ A˜∗t ; At¿A (06 t ¡ 1) and all of them are M -matrices, we know that
06 (A∗t )
−16 (A˜∗t )
−1; 06A−1t 6A
−1: (5.14)
It is easy to see {(A˜∗t )−1 : 06 t ¡ 1} and {C∗t : 06 t ¡ 1} both are :nite sets. Theorefore, (5.13)
and (5.14) implies that there is a constant L independent of t satis:es (5.7).
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